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This chapter describes how an incremental feature-based product modelling system 
can utilize an incremental constraint facility (ICONF) .. A constraint is a relationship 
that the system should maintain. In ICONF, constraints may be defined, added, 
browsed and deleted incrementally by the user during the modelling, with 
immediately displayed consequences. Constraint definitions may also be embedded 
in feature and part class definitions, and inherited. In the feature modelling system, 
new part and feature classes can be created by translating them from prototype 
instances. Interactively created constraints for a part instance can automatically be 
saved to form constraint definitions in the new part class. ICONF was implemented 
on top of an incremental algorithm called SkyBlue [SAN 93], and designed to 
operate with the EX1Design [LAA 92, LAA 93a, LAA 93b] feature modeller. 
Sky Blue uses local techniques to propagate changes in the constraint graph. 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

In a feature-based design system [SHA 91] a designer often desires to represent 
static relationships between attributes of an object. Sometimes the relationships 
imply required dependencies which have to be maintained for the model to be 
correct. At other times, such relationships convey relevant aspects of the model, 
whereas the irrelevant or yet unclear aspects are described only tentatively. 

These relationships may be described with constraints [MED 93, ROS 86]. As 
an example of constraints as declarative relationships between attributes, consider 
the constraint length of through-hole-A equals to depth of block-B. where through-hole 
conceptualizes that the hole always goes all the way through something. A change 
in some of the dimensions of block-B implies a change in the dimensions of the 
through-hole-A and vice versa. 

Some prior studies in feature-based modelling with constraints in two [MAN 
90a, MAN 90b] and three dimensions [MED 93] have been performed, although 
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more research work has been carried out with constraints [BRO 86, FA 93, ROS 86] 
that directly operate on geometric models [MAN 88]. 

The incremental nature of ICONF was achieved by building it on top of 
SkyBlue, an incremental constraint algorithm. ICONF was developed to be 
eventually used with EXTDesign, which provides an incremental environment 
combining solid and feature modelling [LAA 93c]. Constraints are expressed as 
declarative relations between features and their attributes, and implemented with 
procedural methods. Currently only constraints for numeric-valued attributes are 
implemented, but the SkyBlue implementation allows any kind of symbolic 
constraints. 

5.2. OVERVIEW OF THE EXTDESIGN FEATURE MODELLING 
SYSTEM 

EXTDesign is an autonomous feature-based modelling system, originally developed 
as the design data interface of the MCOES process planning system at the Helsinki 
University of Teehnology. 

5.2.1 Feature classes and instances 

Feature models of EXTDesign are organized as hierarchical structures of Lisp frames 
[LAA 93c, LAS 91] which provide inheritance. Figure 3. shows an outline of the 
taxonomy. 

(crossing-flat -slot 
(is-a crossing-slot) 
(instance-slots 

{depth 30) 
(width 50) 
(length 200)) 

(surface-slots 
(side-surface-1 PLANAR-SURFACE 1) 
(bottom-surface PLANAR-SURFACE 2) 
(side-surface-2 PLANAR-SURFACE 3)) 

(defmition crossing-flat-slot-deO) 
Figure 1. The feature class frame of crossing-flat-slot. 

The instance structure is specified in instance-slots and surface-slots. The slots 
enumerated in them will become local slots of the instances. The slot definition 
contains reference to a separate frame, where the geometry information and the 
recognition rules of the feature reside. 

A feature class frame describes the structure of its instance frames. The feature 
class frame of crossing-flat-slot is presented in Figure 1. In Figure 2 is shown an 
instance of the class of Figure 1. Explicit surface frames are used to represent 
parent-child relations between features. 

Features contain a reference to both their parent-surface and their own 
bounding surfaces. Likewise, each surface frame contains the slots named features 
and parent-feature which are used to define a relation between the features. 
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(crossing-flat-slot-1667 
(instance crossing-flat-slot) 
(parent-surface L-block -1667 -side-6) 
(side-surface-1 crossing-flat-slot-1667 -side-1) 
(side-surface-2 crossing-flat-slot-1667-side-2) 
(bottom-surface crossing-flat-slot-1667-bottom) 
(depth 30) ... ) 

Figure 2. The instance frame of crossing-flat-slot-1667. 
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Figure 3. A partial feature taxonomy. 

The main subclasses of the root class feature are billet, transition, basic-feature, 
sudace, area-feature, and contail.ler-feature. The taxonomy is formed using the 
relation is-a. Container features include classes part, lot, assembly, pattern, and 
compound-feature, the root class of compound features, such as step-hole and 
segment-sequence. Class billet is the root of all blank shapes. 

The feature model of a part consists of feature instances. Topological relations 
among the feature instances of the part are modelled as a tree structure, the nodes 
corresponding to the feature instances. The root, which represents the initial blank 
of a machined part, is called base feature . 
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Figure 4. An instance hierarchy with L-block as the base-feature. 

In the more complex case of container features, the feature instance hierarchy 
structure associated with the container is stored in a special slot inst-def as a 
parametric procedure encoded with a special LISP syntax. When an instance of the 
container is created, the contents of the inst-def are evaluated. 

L-block-part-A 
is-a L-block-part 
param-list (param1 400) (param2 30) ... 

L-block-part-B 
is-a L-block-part 
param-list (param1 80) (param2 40) ... 

L-block-part 
is-a family-part 
param-list (param1 300) (param2 20) 
inst-def (PARAMS (neck-height param1) (param2 50)) 
(BASEF L-block $fid1 

(SLOTS (height(+ neck-height param2)) ... ) 
(SURF side-surface-6 $sid1 

(COND ((>neck-height 100) 
(SUBF crossing-flat-slot $fid-2 

(PARAMS (param2 30) ... ) 
(SLOTS ... ) 
(SURF bottom-surface $sid-10 

(SUBF conical-hole $fid-2 

(SURF bottom-surface 
(SUBF crossing-flat-slot $fid3 

(PARAMS (dia (/ param1 2)) ... ) 
(SLOTS (width dia) ... ))))))) 

(SLOTS (width param2) (depth 30) ... ))) ... ) 
Figure 5. Part family definitions. 

As shown in Figure 5, inst-def has a "block structured" form. When the class L
block-part is instantiated, the instance definition form is also evaluated. The base 
feature of the part will be an instance of the class L-block (defined by means of the 
reserved word BASEF). It will have a local slot (reserved word SLOTS) named height 
and a subfeature (SUBF) which is an instance of crossing-flat-slot. The inclusion of 
the slot is based on the condition (COND) that the value of the local parameter neck
height is more than 100. The pattern will be located on the surface side-surface-6 
(SURF) of the L-block. 
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In the instance definition of assembly classes (assemblies consists of several 
parts or subassemblies) the contained parts are defined using PART and the 
subassemblies using ASSEMBLY. 

Local parameter specifications (PARAMS) can be given in several nested levels
a parameter defined in a lower level of an instance defmition hides the parameter 
specified in an upper level. For example, the value of param2 is 30 or 50 depending 
on the context. For details of feature representation in EXTDesign, see [LAA 93c]. 

5.3. OVERVIEW OF SKYBLUE 

SkyBlue is "an efficient incremental algorithm that uses local propagation to 
maintain sets of required and preferential constraints" [SAN 93]. SkyBlue was 
selected, since it is incremental and efficient enough for interactive systems. 

Sky Blue constraints are represented basically as groups of methods, each of 
which can be used to satisfy the respective constraint, whether numerical or some 
other type. "A method is a procedure that reads the value of some subset of the 
constraint's variables (the method's input variables) and calculates values for the 
remaining variables (the method's output variables)" [SAN 93]. Always when a 
constraint is satisfied, one of its methods is active, i.e. chosen to at the time satisfy 
the constraint. The active methods form a graph which is manipulated by using local 
propagation techniques. Although local propagation cannot solve sets of 
simultaneous equations, it is used because of its efficiency and generality. 

Strengths assigned to constraints enable hierarchical priorization, becoming 
especially important when the model is under- or over constrained. "Given an 
overconstrained constraint hierarchy, a constraint solver may leave weaker 
constraints unsatisfied in order to satisfy some stronger ones. If a hierarchy is 
underconstrained, the user can add weak constraints to control which solution is 
chosen" [SAN 93]. 

SkyBlue provides constraints with multiple outputs, and allows, but cannot 
solve graphs with cycles. The multiple output facility is necessary e.g. when 
translating a point in three-dimensional space. Many conceptual constraints are 
complex, and therefore best implemented as a group of simultaneous simpler 
constraints that must be manipulated as a unit. For this purpose, in this work the 
basic Sky Blue algorithm was extended with a new data structure, constraint-group. 
All the constraints of a group have a common strength (and some additional 
documentation). For complete reference of Sky Blue, see [SAN 93]. 

5.4. ARCHITECTURE OF ICONF 

ICONF consists of three main levels. The top level contains constraint manipulation 
functions, i.e. the procedures for a user interface. The middle level handles 
constraint parsing and interpreting, translating the conceptual, high-level constraint 
definitions into groups of simple, atomic constraints. The lowest level is closely 
related to Sky Blue, and handles the actual Sky Blue constraint, variable, and method 
creation for each type of atomic constraints. 
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5.4.1. Top level 

Constraints are always created for a frame. If the constraint is defined in a feature 
class or a part family, the definition will be inherited by all the subclasses and 
instances of the class. To activate an inherited constraint definition, it must be 
instantiated. 

A constraint may refer to several features of a part or an assembly. Since a 
constraint cannot exist before all its references do, the instantiation of the definitions 
takes place only after the part (or assembly) and all its subfeatures have been 
created. 

Constraint creation as described above, and later the manipulation, is possible 
directly from the user interface of the system. For example, one can delete a single 
high-level constraint (a group), or all the constraints referring to a given frame, or 
all constraints dealing with a single attribute of a frame. Constraint browsing works 
similarly. 

5.4.2. Parser level 

The parser processes a constraint expression, carrying out syntax checking, 
replacement of slot references with variables and surfaces with plane equations, and 
interprets the parsed expression into several simple, atomic constraints. 

First, the parser replaces frame slot references with SkyBlue variables. The 
variables are connected with their owner slots so, that each update of the variable 
causes the respective slot to be updated. Each surface reference encountered in an 
appropriate context (within a distance constraint) is substituted with its plane 
equation. 

Next, the parser scans the result and creates the SkyBlue constraints that, as a 
group, are equivalent to the expression. For instance, the constraint expression 

(=.(+a b)(* c 3)) 

is simplified into the following two atomic constraints: 
(= auxvar-1 (+a b)) 
(= auxvar-1 (* c 3)). 

Auxvar-1 is a new variable, which is used to mediate between the atomic 
constraints, propagating changes to both directions. 

Finally, the appropriate SkyBlue data structure for each atomic constraint is 
created by calling low-level operations. Constraints are added to the SkyBlue 
constraint graph only after the whole expression has been successfully interpreted. 

5.4.3. Lowest level 

At the lowest level, declarative atomic constraints are translated into appropriate 
procedural methods for satisfying them. Of all the possible methods, only those are 
created that would set a variable1. Different types of constraints with methods for 
satisfying them are presented in Table 1. 

1 This is obvious, since calculating new value for a constant is impossible. 
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Type Description Methods used 
Equality a=b a<=b 

b<=a 
Additive a= (operbc ... ) a<= (oper b cd) 

where operis additive b <= (inv-oper a c d) 
(e.g., + or *) and has an c <= (inv-oper a b d) 
inverse ... 

Subtractive a= (oper b c ... ) b <= (inv-oper a c d) 
where oper is subtractive a<=(operbcd) 
(e.g., I or-) and has inverse c<=(operbda) 

... 
Unary a= (oper b) a<= (oper b) 

where oper takes one b <= (inv-oper a) 
argument and has inverse 
(e.R .• sin b, -18~180) 

Distance d = (dist pl p2) d <= (dist pl p2) 
between two If pl and p2 are planes, they Move pl to directly towards or 
points, planes, or must be parallel. Signed away from p2. to distance dist. 
a point and a distance is used. Sameforp2. 
plane 

Table 1. Constraint types. 

Due to the way how EXTDesign represents solids with surfaces, and surfaces 
with plane equations, a constraint should never rotate a single plane, only translate it 
in the direction of its normal. Rotating a plane might break the parent feature 
conceptually or geometrically, e.g. leaving it unbounded by its surfaces. This 
imposes the requirement that two planes participating in a distance-constraint must 
be parallel. 

At the moment, only operators with a defined inverse operator are supported. 
One-way operators, however, might be desirable in cases where the user always 
wants one-way action. 

5.5. CONSTRAINT DEFINITION LANGUAGE 

ICONF uses a constraint definition language to express different kinds of 
conceptual constraints. The language contains basic arithmetic and trigonometric 
operators and a special binary operator DIST to specify distances between planar 
surfaces and points. 

5.5.1 Meta-language 

.. - denotes "may be replaced by" 
denotes a choice 

* denotes repetition zero or more times 
+ denotes repetition one or more times 
<> denote a nonterminal symbol inside the braces 
Other symbols are terminals that should be taken literally. 
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5.5.2 Constraint Syntax 

<constraint-de!> ::= {(CONSTRAINT (NAME name-string) 
(STRENGTH <str-value>)(CODE <statement>))}* 

<str-value> ::=Integer from 1 to 10 (l=strong, 10=weak) 
<statement> ::= (= <expr> <expr>) I (<statement>+) 

95 

The code of the constraint may be one or more equality constraints, which are 
treated as one conceptual constraint Inequalities are not handled. 

<expr> ::= numberl <slot-ref> I ( <oper> { <expr> }+) 
I (DIST (<surf> I <point>) (<surf> I <point>)) 

An expression may be a number, a reference to a slot, an operator applied to 
further expressions or a distance between surfaces or points. All expressions 
evaluate to numbers. 

<oper> ::= + I - I * 1/1 sindeg I cosdeg I tandeg 

The basic arithmetic operators, and trigonometric functions for degrees are 
included. 

<slot-ref>::= (VARIABLE <frame> <slot>) I <slot> 
I (VALUE <frame> <slot>) I (<Coord> <point>) 

A slot reference enables one to express that the value of a particular slot should 
participate in a constraint If the slot itself needs to be constrained, the slot may be 
referred to with the keyword VARIABLE. If the value of the slot is treated as a 
constant in the expression, for example to traverse to other frames via inheritance 
relations, the keyword vALUE is used. This only returns the current value of the slot 
without trying to constrain it. References may be recursive, since slots may contain 
references to other frames. The syntax of VALUE-references follows the BEEF 
syntax for recursively referencing frames and their slots. 

<frame> ::= A name of a BEEF frame 
I <slot-ref> to a slot that contains the frame name 
I SELF I (FEATURE-ID <[td>+) 

The keyword SELF provides a way for referencing the owner feature of the 
constraint (the one for which the constraint is instantiated). This is necessary in 
constraints embedded in feature class defmitions. 

FEATIJRE-ID is a shorthand for referencing any feature within a part. Features 
within different parts of an assembly may be accessed by listing the feature-ids of 
each part in the path. 

5.6. CONSTRAINTS IN USE 

5.6.1. Constraints embedded in feature class definitions 

When a feature has some inherent conceptual constraints that should be exhibited in 
every subclass and instance of the feature, the constraint definition may be 
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embedded in the feature class definition. This way the constraint defmition will be 
inherited by all instances and subclasses of that feature. If one wants to activate the 
inherited constraint for a specific instance frame, the constraint must be instantiated, 
i.e. parsed and added to the SkyBlue constraint graph. 

Embedded constraints in feature class definitions allow the user to express 
highly abstract constraints that apply to a large variety of features. As an example, 
an abstract constraint could be: "The position of a feature should always stay on its 
parent surface". The following example shows how constraints can be embedded in 
feature class definitions. 

(defframe 1-block-17 
(instance 1-block) (the-part 1-block-part-17) 
(position (0 0 0)) (orientation (0 0 0)) ... ) 

(defframe crossing-flat-slot-17 
(instance crossing-flat-slot) (depth 220.33) 
(position (0.0 803.49 0.0)) (orientation (0 0 0)) ... 
(parent-surface l-block-17-side6) 

(defframe l-block-17-side6 
(instance basic-surface) 
(parent-feature 1-block-17) (features crossing-flat-slot-17) 
(surface-type plane) (surface-eq (0 0-1 0))) 

(defframe crossing-flat-slot-18 
(position (0.0 781.17 -220.3)) (orientation (0 0 0)) ... 
(parent-surface crossing-flat-slot-17 -bottom)) 

(defframe crossing-flat-slot-17-bottom 
(instance basic-surface) (parent-feature crossing-flat-slot-17) 
(surface-eq (0 0 1 depth)) ... (features crossin~-flat-slot-18)) 

Figure 6~ Part family L-block-17 with two crossing-flat-slots. 

Crossing-flat-slot-17 is positioned on top of the L-block. Because crossing-flat-slot-
18 starts from the bottom of crossing-flat-slot-17, the z-coordinate of slot-18 is equal 
to negated depth of the slot -17. 

Figure 7. A part with L-block and two crossing-slots. 
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In b the L-block has been moved up (in z-direction), but the two crossing-slots 
stayed in their initial positions. 

Figure 6 shows some of the instance definitions for the part of Figure 7a: an L
block with two crossing.-slots. Since the positions of both the L-block and the 
crossing-slots are each expressed individually in the part coordinate system, moving 
the L-block without constraining it first will leave the two crossing-flat-slots behind 
(see Fig. 7b). However, since the idea of a crossing-slot entails that the slot should 
always start from the surface that was assigned as its parent, we would like this to 
be a generic constraint for all crossing-flat-slots, crossing-T-slots, crossing-V -slots 
etc. 

(defframe crossing-slot 
(is-a slot-feature) 
(constraint-slots 

(constraint 
(name "Stay on parent surface") 
(strength 4) 
code = 1ST 

Figure 8. A constraint saying that a crossing-slot should always be positioned on its 
parent -surface. 

The first argument for the operator DIST is the position slot of the crossing-slot 
instance, and the second is its parent surface frame. 

Crossing-flat-slot is related to crossing-slot with an is-a relation and therefore we 
can instantiate the above constraint for the crossing-flat-slot-17: 

(instantiate-constraints 'crossing-flat-slot-17) 
In fact the call instantiates all the constraints that crossing-flat-slot-17 owns or 

inherits, but so far only one has been defined. The result of this call is shown in 
Figure 9a The lower slot was not affected, and was left behind. In Figure 9b also 
the constraints for the lower slot have been instantiated. Here the slots happened to 
follow the block, although this was not strictly determined by the constraints. The 
user may control the selection of the solution by adding weak stay constraints to the 
values preferably should stay how they are. 

Figure 9. In a the upper slot has moved upwards onto its parent surface. In b also 
the constraint for the lower slot was activated, which caused the slot to find its 

correct place on the bottom surface of the upper slot. 
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From now on, if the block is moved in the z-direction, the crossing-slots will 
either follow as such, or change their depth so that their positions stay on their 
parent surfaces. On the other hand, if one would now move the block in x- or y
direction, the slots would not change, because the same plane equation would still 
describe the parent surface of the upper slot More constraints must be specified in 
order to achieve this behaviour. 

In practice, all constraints for the part will often be instantiated with a single 
call: (instantiate-all-constraints 'part-17). 

5.6.2. Dynamic constraint creation 

During the design of a new part or an assembly one would like to create and delete 
constraints dynamically, to achieve an optimal description of one's model. 

As an example, consider an assembly with a block having a T -shaped slot 
crossing one of its surfaces, and aT-shaped billet that fits in the T-slot The initial 
assembly of two parts is depicted in Figure 11a, and the corresponding assembly 
class definition in Figure 10. 

Since initially the T-billet is oriented 90 degrees away from what it should be, 
we decide to constrain the orientation, so that this won't happen again. The 
following constraint is added: 

(create-constraint 'example-assembly-20 
:name "orientate correctly" :strength 5 
:code '(= (z-coord (variable crossing-t-slot-24 orientation)) 

(z-coord (variable t-oart-23 orientation)))) 

The effect of adding the orientation constraint is shown in the Figure 11 b, where 
the billet has flipped 90 degrees. Since the billet does not fit into the slot, we have 
two choices: constraints between surfaces and points, or between local 
dimensioning slots of the features. We choose the surface-distance approach, and 
add a constraint requiring the distance between the bottom surfaces of T -billet and 
T -slot to be 60:2 

The resulting assembly is shown in Figure12a. Now there is space between the 
billet and bottom of the slot, but the billet neck is still too thick, as is its bottom bar. 
To correct the model further, we add two scaling constraints, and achieve our goal 
(in Figure 12b): the billet fits in the slot 

2The order of the surfaces in the expression matters, since signed distances are used. 
A distance is positive, if the second surface is in the direction of the normal vector 
of the ftrSt surface. 
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(create-constraint 'example-assembly-20 
:name "Distance between bottoms" :strength 4 
:code '(= (DIST crossing-t-slot-24-bottom t-billet-23-bottom) 60)) 

(define-assembly example-assembly (is-a assembly) 
(inst-def (PART t-part $fid-1200 (slots (position (800 0 0)))) 

(PART example-part $fid-1500))) 
(define-part t-part (is-a part) 

(inst-def (BASEF t-billet $fid-1260 
(surf side-surface-4 $sid-1210) 
(surf bottom-surface $sid-1211)))) 

(define-frame t-billet (is-a billet) 
(instance-slots (length 700) .... (neck-width 230)) 
(surface-slots (side-surface-I basic-surface "-SIDE-I" 1) 

(side-surface-2 basic-surface "-SIDE-2" 2) ... ) 
(nodes (1 PLANE (0 -1 0 (/bottom-width 2))) 

(2 PLANE (0 1 0 (/bottom-width 2))) ... ))) 
(define-part example-part (is-a part) 

a 

(inst-def 
(slots (orientation (0 0 0)) (position (0 0 0))) 
(basefblock $fid-1555 

(slots (height 750) (width 996) (length 2160) 
(orientation (0 0 0)) (position (0 0 0))) 

(surf side-surface-I $sid-1555) ... 
(surf side-surface-5 $sid-1559 

(subf crossing-t-slot $fid-1608 
(slots (rounding 2) (neck-width 150) ... 

(orientation (0 0 90)) 
(position (800 0 0))) 

(surf side-surface-I $sid-1608) ... ) 
(surf side-surface-6 $sid-1560)))) 

Figure 10. An example assembly. 

b 

Figure 11. 
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In a the two parts have been created, of which the smaller is called T -billet, and 
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the bigger T-part. Apparently their orientations are not as we wish, a rotation of 90 
degrees is necessary. In b is the siblation after addition of a constraint that required 
the two parts to have the same rotation around the assembly coordinate system. 
Now the billet has flipped 90 degrees, but does not fit in the slot yet 

Figure 12. 

In a the T-billet does still not fit in the T-slot. Compared to the slot, the billet is 
too thick at the neck and either too high or too thick also at the bottom. In b two 
scaling constraints have been added, stating a dependency between the neck
surfaces of the two T -shapes, and another between their bottom depths. Now the 
billet fits in the slot. 

5.6.3 An industrial example 

Figure 13 depicts a bearing-housing cover, which is an equipment found in paper 
mills. Its class frame, called external-cover-dry, was initially designed with 
parametric modelling techniques and is presented in Figure 14. 

a b c 
Figure 13. A bearing-housing cover. 

We would like to dynamically change its dimensions, without having to define a 
new parametric part class each time. However, the parametric equations which 
define the geometry of the object need to be maintained during the interactive 
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design, or else the geometry of the part will fall apart. In addition, we would like to 
define a new relationship which defmes the position of the circular pattern of boles 
in relation to the outer diameter and the width of the plate that the boles pierce. As 
will be seen, this task is suitable for constraints. 

In a the initial part is shown, in b the outer diameter of the part bas been 
changed after defining some coherence constraints. In c the radius of the circular 
pattern bas been constrained to stay a little closer to the outer diameter than the 
inner diameter. 

(define-part external-cover -dry 
(is-a external-covering) 
(instance-slots (drawing-no 276640) (material GRS250) ... ) 
(inst-def 

(PARAMS (inner-diameter 158) (outer-diameter 250) 
(plate-width 30) (circular-pattern-radius 110) 
(circular-pattern-number 8) (bole-diameter 14.5) ... ) 

(BASEF ext-cover-billet $fid-1 
(SLOTS (inner-diameter inner-diameter) 

(outer-diameter outer-diameter) 
(plate-width plate-width) ... ) 

(SURF annulus-surface-1 $sid-1 
(SUBF annular -relief $fid-11 

(SLOTS (outer-diameter outer-diameter) 
(position (0 0 length1)) ... ) 

(SURF annulus-surface $sid-11 
(SUBF circular-pattern $fid-111 

(SLOTS (n circular-pattern-number) 
(radius circular-pattern-radius) ... ) 
(SUBF straight-through-bole $fid-1111 

(PARAMS ... ) (SLOTS ... )))))) 
(SURF annulus-surface-2 $sid-2 

_(SUBF annular-area $fid-21 ... )))) 
Figure 14. Partial part class frame of bearing-housing cover. 

After instantiating the initial part, the constraint in Figure 15 was added, along 
with two others to maintain geometric coherence dealing with the parameters that 
we may want to cbange3. 

(create-constraint 
'external-cover-dry-1338 :name "outer-diam2" :strength 5 
:code'(=(-(/ (variable ext-cover-billet-1338 outer-diameter) 2) 

(variable ext-cover-billet-1338 plate-width)) 
(variable annulus-surface-1339 smaller-radius))) 

Figure 15. One of the constraints handling geometric coherence. 

3To fully define the geometrical dependencies, of this part we would need several 
further constraints. 
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The coherence constraints were adopted directly from the parametric equations. 
In addition, some weak stay constraints were added to set the initial values of some 
of the dimensions. The result, after adding the coherence and stay constraints 
(including the one in Fig. 15) and changing the outer diameter, is presented in 
Figure 13b. The model is coherent, but the radius of the ring of holes did not follow 
as we would wish, therefore decide to constrain it. After adding the last constraint 
(Fig. 16), the ring of holes has grown along with the plate (Fig. 13c). 

(create-constraint 
'extemal-cover-dry-1338 :name "circular-pattern-radius" 
:strength 6 
:code'(= (variable straight-through-bole-1338 radius) 

(/(+(variable ext-cover-billet-1338 outer-diameter) 
(variable annulus-surface-1338 inner-diameter)) 3.82)))) 

Figure 16. A constraint that determines the radius of the hole pattern in relation to 
the outer and inner diameters, effectively stating that the radius is in between them 

at some point, and closer to the outer diameter. 

(defframe part-family-1672 
(is-a family-part) ... 
(inst-def (basef ext-cover-billet Sfid-1 ... )) 
(constraint-slots 

(constraint (name "outer-diam2") (strength 5) 
(code(=(-(/ (variable (feature-id Sfid-1) outer-diameter) 2) 

(variable (feature-id $fid-1) plate-width)) 
(variable (feature-id $fid-21) smaller-radius)))) 

(constraint (name "circular-pattern-radius") (strength 6) 
(code(= (variable (feature-id Sfid-111) radius) 

(/(+(variable (feature-id $fid-1) outer-diameter) 
(variable (feature-id $fid-11) inner-diameter)) 3.82))) ... )) 

Figure 17. Some of the new part class for bearing -housing cover with interactively 
created defmitions for the constraints. 

After the design session, the constraint definitions may be saved into a part class 
with the EXTDesign create new part family mechanism, which bas been augmented 
with constraint saving operations. Figure 17 displays a glimpse of the resulting part 
family with some of the new constraints. 

The advantage of constraints over parametric design is that when describing 
parametric equations with constraints, the equations will bold also dynamically, and 
allow interactive design. 

5.7. CONCLUSIONS 

An incremental constraint facility, called ICONF, was introduced, that can be used 
with an incremental feature modeller. ICONF enables one 

1 to embed constraint definitions in feature classes and to instantiate them, 
2 to interactively create and modify constraints, and 
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3 to save interactively created constraints into a part or assembly family. 

The work presented in this paper is still under development, especially regarding 
distance constraints. Selective inheritance of constraint definitions by constraint 
hiding would add the flexibility of ICONF. A graphical user interface for constraint 
handling and visualization is planned. On one hand. our purpose is to give the user 
intuitive information and control over constraints, and, on the other hand, to develop 
automatic constraint recognition from a given initial feature model. This would 
accompany well the feature recognition operations of EXTDesign. Inequality 
constraints would be an interesting enhancement as well. 
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